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FOREWORD

Embracing the
triple bottom
line “people,
planet, profit”

I

n our maiden issue in December 2016,
TRC was introduced to you as the go to
publication for bringing together
all stakeholders including companies,
organisations, government and people with
one goal, to encourage sustainability and
citizenship.
We positioned ourselves as a publication
that brings cutting edge reporting and
analyses on environmental, societal and
governance issues that affect businesses and
communities on a day to day basis.
Emphasis was made on how
organisations may incorporate these issues
into their strategies in order to create
maximum value add and impact on their
business.
The King IV Code on Corporate
Governance states that corporate
governance is about an ethical and effective
leadership.
Principle three of the Code states that
the governing body has to ensure that the
organisation is and is seen to be a
responsible corporate citizen.
Thus, issues of ethics, sustainability,
environment, community have to be
incorporated well in the organisation’s
strategy and be effectively and efficiently
executed.
TRC still intends to drive this principle
going forward for a better performing and
legitimate business world.
During the course of the year, we have
had a very interesting journey as a
publication, learning along the way and
using our lessons to grow as well.
We have enjoyed our engagement at
different levels with different stakeholders
who have individually and collectively
contributed to our growth.
Fast forward December 2017, in
this issue, we have re-branded and reestablished ourselves as Botswana’s unique
Corporate Social Investment or Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSI/CSR) publication
that assists businesses in embracing the
environmental, societal and governance
6
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issues (ESG) for a sustainable business.
We believe that PLANET, PEOPLE and PROFIT (PPP) are inextricably intertwined. The
organisation’s core purpose and values, strategy and conduct places it in a much better
position as a Responsible Corporate Citizen.
The three P’s cannot be separated from each other as they are all indistinguishable
elements for a sustainable business.
We continue to advocate for the integration of the three P’s in every business strategy
by being an enabling platform for businesses and organisations to showcase how they
integrate these in their strategies and how this has impacted their businesses.
We are rightly placed to give in depth analysis of these issues and to bring about the best
coverage for every organisation in a way that is unique and communicates to the relevant
stakeholders.
It is on that note that we once again, invite different stakeholders to partake in the
offering by TRC and set themselves apart as trendsetters in their different industries.
We look forward to a very productive and engaging year ahead in 2018.

Mpho Moletlo Kgosietsile
PUBLISHER
THE RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN TEL:- +267 72 198 945 73 329 959 72 987 978

EDITOR’S NOTE

The year that was!

T

he year 2017 has been quite eventful, with some historical
events having occurred, all thanks to the benevolence of
those individuals and organisations that heeded the call to
come to action and lend a helping hand.
Most notable of these events was the Netball Youth World Cup,
which was hotly contested in the capital Gaborone by 20 of the
world’s best netballing nations.
Only four of those 20 countries were from Africa, with southern
Africa having a strong representation in the name of South Africa,
Zimbabwe and Botswana.
Behind the scenes, the government, local companies, and
individuals laid the groundwork for a successful hosting of the first
ever netball world cup competition in Africa.
Accolades are in order therefore for the selfless dedication
through Corporate Social Responsibility from several organisations
including the Botswana Fibre Networks, Botswana Post, Mascom
and the government for the event’s success.
The national netball mascot Naletsana must also be lauded for

throwing in her weight (so to speak) and dedicating several of her
precious hours to making the event a joy to watch as well as
prepping the nation to rally behind team Botswana.
Such events are a rare occurrence in Africa. Spill over economic
benefits must be felt for local businesses if they are to realise
growth.
Lessons could perhaps be drawn from the great debate for and
against corporate social responsibility. Commercial entities that
continue to reap profits without giving back to the very societies
that make their businesses thrive could learn a thing or two from
some articles by experts.
The media are also being cautioned against singing praises to
companies that engage in social responsibility without interrogating
the same organisations’ CSR/CSI policies on matters of sustainability,
tangible benefits and corporate governance.
National planners and policy makers in Botswana continue to call
upon philanthropists to advance their social responsibility activities.
It is laudable that some companies like Mascom continue to bring
bigger sponsorships for such programmes like the Mascom Top 8
football development tournament.
This augurs well for the primary beneficiaries – the football
players – who have the opportunities to showcase their talent at
such high levels. Hopefully an international scout will spot some
talent and recruit some of the local players to do a stint in big
league arenas in Europe.
As companies continue to push their brands and reap profits,
greater employee involvement in their CSR/CSI initiative is called for.
According to experts, this will instil a greater sense of loyalty to the
company by the employees.
As the festive season has come upon us, we wish all our
stakeholders a safe holiday, safe travels, responsible citizenship and a
safe return in the new year!
Walter Wasosa
EDITOR

EMBRACING THE ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIETALAND GOVERNANCE ISSUES OF BUSINESS

Celebrate your CSI / CSR achievements
& showcase how you are changing the lives of Batswana

Call Us Now! +267 73 329959
Mpho - +267 72 198 945, Walter - +267 72 987 978,
Babusi - +267 72 576 399
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CSI LEADERS

CITF changes people’s
lives in Kazungula
C

onstruction Industry Trust Fund
enthusiastic beneficiary.
Students devoted their expertise and skills
(CITF) through its Mobile Training
Honorable Mabeo added that, “Ms.
learnt at school while staff donated money
Unit (MTU) in Kazungula has
Daniel has finally been given a permanent
from their own pockets,”
heeded Lieutenant General Dr. Seretse
structure above her head, and this will go a
Mr. Gofhamodimo said the house is a
Khama Ian Khama’s clarion call to build
long way in ensuring that Ms. Daniel has
testimony that the trainees have acquired
houses for the less-privileged members
regained her respect in the society.”
skills and competencies to the extent that
of our society. This initiative is conducted
As much as this gesture will transform
they can build a house. Furthermore, the
under the Presidential Housing Appeal.
Ms. Daniel’s life forever, Honorable Mabeo
Chairperson said that the CITF trainees are
The President launched the housing
said this development will work in the best
employable as evidenced by the fact
appeal fund towards the end of 2010
interest of
that 549 of the
for the needy with the sole objective of
MTU trainees,
887 graduates who
providing shelter to the needy members of
who constructed
completed at the
CITF BOARD CHAIRPERSON, CHRIS
the society across the country.
the house under
Kazungula MTU
GOFHAMODIMO SAID THE KAZUNGULA HOUSE since its inception in
The initiative came about following the
the supervision
PROJECT WAS MADE POSSIBLE BY CITF STAFF 2013 have been
recognition that shelter is a basic human
of MTU staff
need and without it, an individual cannot live
members as it has
WHO DONATED MONEY FROM THEIR POCKETS, employed.
in dignity, which is one of President Khama’s
really empowered
Kgosi Mundia
WHILE MTU STUDENTS BUILT THE HOUSE
5 D’s. In this regard the appeal called on all
the trainees to
Makanga of Kazungula
who are able, that is individuals, groups of
confidently look for
praised CITF for the
individuals and companies, to help build
employment or even
gesture while Chobe
houses for the needy.
become fully-fledged
District
It is against this backdrop that CITF,
entrepreneurs who can undertake private
Council Chairperson, Honorable Councilor
through the Chobe Administrative
work.
Paul Chabaesele paid a glowing tribute to all
District in conjunction with the Chobe
“This was a real test for the trainees to
those who contributed towards the
District Council’s Social and Community
prove to all and sundry that they have
inception, development and completion of
Development (S&CD) department identified
acquired the technical skills in Bricklaying
such a noble gesture, saying the donation
Ms. Agnes Daniel of the border village of
and Plastering and are now semi-skilled
will go a long way in lessening workload for
Kazungula to be the beneficiary of a house
artisans who now have competencies
the council.
to be built
in building and
by CITF.
construction.
The CITF thanks the following
At the handover
There is no doubt
CITF’S NOBLE GESTURE WAS IN RESPONSE
sponsors of the Kazungula
ceremony of a
that the house is of
TO PRESIDENT KHAMA’S CALL FOR
house project:
two-bedroomed
quality and has been
COMPASSIONATE
STAKEHOLDERS
TO
BUILD
house worth P150 000
built by construction
1
Wharic Construction (Pty) Ltd
HOUSES FOR THE NEEDY, THUS PROVIDING
at Kazungula village on
artisans,” said
2
Tilodi Safari Lodge
Tuesday 10th October
Honorable Mabeo
DIGNITY TO VULNERABLE GROUPS
3
Builders World
2017, the Minister of
before imploring
4
4 way Garage & Filling Station
Employment, Labour
the community of
5
Stefanutti Stocks
Productivity and
Kazungula to employ
6
Buy & Build
Skills Development Honorable Tshenolo
former CITF trainees
7
Haskins
Mabeo heaped CITF with praises of having
to construct structures for them.
8
Dream Safaris
taken an exemplary role in the assistance of
For his part, CITF Board Chairperson,
9
Nkanga Hotel
the less privileged members of society.
Mr. Chris Gofhamodimo explained that
10 Nelson Mowa
Honourable Minister further said, “Ms.
the dream of constructing a permanent
1 1 Tsholofelo Gaolatlhe
Daniel has finally regained her dignity thanks
structure for Ms. Daniel was mooted in
1 2 Shima Dipula Mokoba
to the noble gesture extended to her by
2014 and rolled into reality in 2015.
1 3 Gaonyadiwe Reuben
CITF through building of the house,” an
When extending a begging bowl to
1 4 Mr. L Likokoto
excited Honorable Mabeo explained when
well-wishers, Mr Gofhamodimo said “CITF
1 5 Martha’s Kitchen
handing over the house to an equally
staff and trainees of the Mobile Training Unit
1 6 Baeti Yanaro
(MTU) at Kazungula made it possible.
17 Chobe Safari Lodge
8
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Kazungula House
donation
10 October 2017

1

2

3

4
1

Ms Agnes Daniel is eternally grateful to the CITF for giving her a
decent shelter

2

Minister of Employment, Labour Productivity and Skills Development
Honorable Tshenolo Mabeo officiating at the house handover by the
CITF

3

Ms Agnes Daniel can now live in dignity, thanks to the house built
for her by the CITF

4

CITF Board Chairperson, Chris Gofhamodimo lauded the CITF &
MTU team for coming together to build the house in Kazungula

5

Part of the crowd that witnessed the CITF’s handing over of the
house to Ms Agnes Daniel

5
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRUST FUND
COMPETENCY BASED TRAINING PROGRAMME

Private Bag Bo 122, Bontleng, Gaborone, Botswana
Tel:- 3911362, Fax:- 3906380
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CSI REPORT 2017

Curtain call for
philanthropists
WALTER WASOSA

‘If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together’ - so says a
West African proverb. This report highlights how some coprorate entities have gone
far this year with beneficiary partners in CSR/CSI

BoFiNet Dabbles In Sport

T

he #Re a ba tsaya event saw
Botswana’s leading wholesale
provider of national and
international telecommunication
infrastructure, the Botswana Fibre
Networks Ltd (BoFiNet) partnering with
the country’s biggest postal services
provider, Botswana Post in providing
a whopping P1.1m towards free Wi-Fi
internet at the historic sporting event in
the capital Gaborone.
The sponsorship deal was aimed at
elevating the status of the international
event, thus creating a memorable
experience for Batswana and international
visitors who attended the magnified clash

10
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Mascom Injects P500 000 to
bona

F

A

s the curtain comes down on 2017,
one cannot but help reminisce the
euphoria that gripped Botswana in
the run up to the historic hosting of the
2017 Netball Youth World Cup Games
(July 8-16) which will go down as one of the
most memorable sensations on the country’s
sporting scene.
Perhaps what made it more interesting
was the notable netball mascot Naletsana,
whose rather incongruent features provided
a side-splitting spectacle to those that beheld
her! But then again, that is exactly what
mascots do – show the fun side of an event.
Even more interesting and encouraging
was the manner in which organisations,
companies and individuals dipped into their
purses to assist in sponsoring Botswana’s
national netball team under the auspices of
the Botswana Netball Association (BONA).

Therefore, we hope to negotiate further
with sponsorship deals so that we continue
to support and promote softball in
Botswana.”
Also according to Mooketsi, there was an
even greater need to support softball in
Botswana, now that the sport was included
in the list of Olympic sports. “We need to
start preparing now, working together as
different stakeholders so that Botswana
qualifies for Tokyo 2020 Olympic games,” he
said.

BONA’s mascot, Naletsana holding the 2017
NetballYouth World Cup trophy
of the world’s netballing nations, Botswana
included.
BoFiNet, whose Strategy 2020
strategic outlook is moored on three
premises (National Broadband Coverage,
Service & Operational Excellence and
Sustainability) provides and operates a
world class telecommunications backbone
network infrastructure that is essential for
connectivity and economic growth.
BoFiNet’s involvement in sports
development is historical. BoFiNet and BSA
signed a P1m sponsorship deal in 2014, and
increased the amount to P1.7 million in
2016, of which sponsorship agreement ran
through 2017.
BoFiNet board chairperson, Ratsela
Mooketsi, said the company’s benevolence
has made a significant change in Botswana’s
softball development. “A lot has happened
in softball,” Mooketsi said. “We now
have more softball teams in the league.

or the 2017 NYWC, Botswana’s
biggest telecommunications company,
Mascom stepped in and unveiled a
sponsorship package worth P500 000 in
which P400 000 was a
cash donation, while P100 000 went
towards communications support for the
organising committee’s preparations.
Mascom’s philanthropic gesture was
praised by Assistant Minister of Youth
Empowerment, Sport and Culture
Development Kefentse Mzwinila.
“We are grateful for their contribution
in sports development,” Mzwinila said. “I
urge the organizing committee to account
for the money they get as sponsorships to
build sponsors trust. It is upon us as the
ministry and BNSC to ensure that the
money will be utilised for the game
preparations nothing else.”
Explaining his company’s legendary and
long-standing philanthropy, Mascom’s Chief
Executive Officer, Jose Couceiro said the
telecoms giant’s impressive Corporate
Social Investment drive was borne out of
the need to empower Batswana and help
them realise their dreams as they step on
the international spotlight.“I wish to
assure Batswana that Mascom is for
Batswana and will do our best to give back
to Batswana,” Couceiro said. “Let’s focus
on building excitement in the community
and encourage people to embrace the
spirit of the games by showing their
support for the competing athletes. These
games are very important to this country
as they are the first world cup event for
Botswana for all sporting codes and also
the first netball world cup in Africa.”
Riding on the back of political and
economic stability, Botswana won the bid
to host the event, making it the first
African country to host a netball world
cup.
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CSI REPORT 2017
The power and the
glory…

B

otswana’s national power utility, the
Botswana Power Corporation (BPC)
has a standing Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) policy that drives it to
reach out to “… its customers, suppliers,
employees and other stakeholders and
is committed to conducting business in a
manner which achieves sustainable growth
whilst fulfilling legal and moral obligations.”
Through its CSR initiatives, the BPC has
been benevolent in education and health
sectors and is especially passionate about
helping young people, especially orphans and
vulnerable people in Botswana’s societies.
“Accordingly, our business strategy
includes integration and response to
the social and developmental needs of
communities,” the organisation says. “We
strive to make a positive impact, alleviating
hardships in some instances, as well as
enabling economic growth.”
To this end, in February 2017 the BPC
donated 73 pairs of school shoes (36 girls
and 37 boys) to Window of Hope Centre in
Ghanzi in line with one of its corporate
values of a ‘Valued Citizen’.
The Window of Hope Centre is a
Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO)
that places special emphasis on orphans,
vulnerable children, and youth through
mentorship, after school programs, feeding

BPC director of Customer Service Supply Mr Molefe hands shoes to Window of Hope Deputy
Chairperson Obakeng Morolong
programs and community outreach
programmes.
The BPC has been supporting the NGO
since 2015.
In the last quarter of the year (October
2017), the BPC heeded an SOS from
Ngarange Primary School management to
mitigate its challenges.
The BPC sponsored the school’s prize
giving ceremony and donated prizes for all
the best performers in academics and
extra-curricular activities in the form
of trophies, medals, and educational
packages. The BPC went the extra mile and

refurbished the school library and donated
books, thus turned it into a fully-fledged
library.
Perhaps what makes the BPC’s CSR
policy noteworthy is the fact that it “is
committed to conducting business in a
manner which achieves sustainable growth
whilst fulfilling legal and moral obligations.
The business objectives will be achieved in
a caring and responsible manner which
recognizes the economic, social and
environmental impacts of the business
activities.”

Bokomo Botswana goes pink

B

otswana’s leading milling and mass
distribution company, Bokomo
Botswana (Bokomo) was this year
involved in several CSR initiatives in health,
sports, children and vulnerable groups.
The company, which employs around 700
people annually renders financial support to
Childline Botswana, supports the annual
Lady Khama Charity food parcel hand out
event, sponsors the annual Toyota Desert
Race, and co- sponsors the annual My Star
talent show.
Perhaps what has made Bokomo’s CSR
drive a marvel is that the company has
become a major sponsor of the annual
Journey of Hope breast cancer awareness
campaign.
For every 12.5kg White Star maize meal
sold for the period of August 30 to
September 6, Bokomo donated 50t in
support of breast cancer awareness. This

Bokomo Botswana has over the years supported the breast cancer awareness campaign
is an addition to the P10 000 the company
donates to bike riders who traverse the
country in breast cancer awareness.
It is understood that besides cervical
cancer, breast cancer is the second most
prevalent cancer among women
in Botswana, with 1 in 30 women in the
country likely to be affected by breast
cancer at some point in their lives.
According to Bokomo’s Marketing

THE RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN TEL:- +267 72 198 945 73 329 959 72 987 978

Manager Victor Khan, “We believe that
cancer awareness is key to winning the
fight against cancer. Educating the public on
different ways of being vigilant such as selfexamination and regular check-ups will
greatly increase the chances of early
detection and recovery. Bokomo Botswana
therefore wants to make that commitment
to playing our small role in preserving
lives.”
DECEMBER 2017
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Stanbic boosts home
ownership
WALTER WASOSA

Prospective home owners and property investors have anothe opportunity to buy properties at The Base Appartnments in
Gaborone, thanks to a property investment deal by Stanbic and The Base Apartments

B

otswana’s leading innovative bank,
Stanbic Bank Botswana (Stanbic/ SBB)’s
strategic partnership with
The Base Apartments is set to boost home
ownership in Botswana.
The move by Stanbic could not have come
at a better time, given that as one
of Botswana’s largest commercial banks,
Stanbic recently stepped up its efforts to
promote investment in property and home
ownership among people with a keen
interest in creating and increasing wealth.
According to Stanbic’s Head of
Personal Markets, Omphemetse Dube, “At
Stanbic Bank, we value the importance of
investment and for many Batswana a sound
avenue to invest their hard earned money
is through home-ownership. The primary aim
of the partnership with The Base Apartments
is to provide even more access to
opportunities of homeownership to
millennials [sic]. It is a form of investment that
is becoming increasingly popular, and with
good merit. The Base Apartments promote
the modern way of living; living
in gated communities as opposed to
conventional yards, and thus make for a
safe home and a sound investment.”
The Base Apartments is a novel apartment
complex in the capital Gaborone that
comprises 330 modern units set around
beautiful landscaped gardens and walkways,
and is conveniently located close to the
Airport Junction and BBS shopping malls.
The move reaffirms SBB’s commitment to
ensuring a progressive and meaningful
banking experience for each and every one
of the Bank’s clients and stakeholders.
The bank’s financial services straddle
two divisions namely Corporate and
Investment Banking (CIB) and Personal &
Business Banking (PBB).
According to Stanbic, “The CIB division

12
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Stanbic’s Head of Personal Markets,
Omphemetse Dube
serves a wide range of requirements for
banking and delivers this comprehensive
range of solutions including; Investment
Banking, Global Markets and Transactional
Products and Services. CIB expertise
is focused on industry sectors that are
most relevant to emerging markets and
Botswana.”
In the property deal, Stanbic will provide
primary funding to prospective property
investors who upon qualifying, will enter
into a sales agreement by way of signing and
forking out deposits of between P2,710 (for
a one-bedroom apartment) and P3,860 (for
a two-bedroom apartment) on a monthly
basis, which translates to 10% deposit on
the value of the property.
Dube says Stanbic’s new offer is a big
opportunity not to be missed.
“We try to proactively seek out
solutions that will add more value to our
customers’ lives,” she said. “Indeed, it is
through this strategic partnership with The

Base Apartments that we are able to do so
here. It is our duty as a financial services
provider to keep our customers at heart
and guide their diversified investments.”
Also according to Dube, investors
who take up the offer will enjoy benefits
including pre-qualification for a mortgage, a
substantial discount on the purchase price
and an improved credit score.
Stanbic is a member of Africa’s largest
bank by asset value, the Standard Bank
Group, which has a market presence in 20
African countries.
This year Stanbic achieved a 25-year
milestone of operating in Botswana, and was
recently named Botswana’s Bank of the Year
2016 by The Banker magazine, The Best
Investment Bank in Botswana in the 2016
EMEA Finance African Banking awards as
well as The Best Foreign Exchange Provider
in Botswana for 4 years running by Global
Finance World’s Best Foreign Exchange
Providers Awards.
The banking giant also boasts of a proven
capability in mining and metals, energy,
telecommunications, power and
infrastructure, fast moving consumer goods
and non-bank financial Institutions.
Stanbic presently employs over 600
members of staff across its 10 branches in
Botswana.
Tied to its profit-making drive, Stanbic is
committed to community development in
the communities its operates in and those
that are largely affected by its financial
operations.
As reported by The Responsible Citizen
(TRC – February 2017 issue), Stanbic has an
impressive Corporate Social Investment
policy whose initiatives have positively
transformed people’s lives throughout
Botswana in such areas like health and
wellness, education, social development, and
vulnerable groups including children.
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OPINION

A Case Against The
Case Against CSR
TIM MOHIN

The critisisms meted against Corporate Social Responsibility by Professor Karnani attracted severe counter critisism from
proponents of CSR, so much so that the debate still rages on...

W

ith apologies for the double
negative, the rest of this piece
will be a more straightforward
argument for why Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) is not only a good idea
but - like breathing - somewhat necessary.
Dr Aneel Karnani published an article
titled “The Case Against Corporate Social
Responsibility.” Dr Karnani’s article seems
almost deliberately provocative, generating
more than 250 comments.
While it is hard to add anything new
to the maelstrom of criticism Dr Karnani
received for his opinion, I will share three
short observations on why I believe CSR
has taken root from business schools to
board rooms and is growing faster than
even China’s GDP.

managers see potential for profit.
They look at megatrends in the world
and ask themselves - “how can we apply
our core competencies to win in the
future?”
This is business 101 - find the need and
fill it. It so happens that the many of today’s
trends point to CSR issues -- resource
scarcity, poverty, pollution, etc.
While a litany of doom for some, these
issues can also look like opportunities for a
wise business manager.
Smart Companies Take the Long
View

Dr Karnani warns that CSR may be
dangerous because, by doing the right thing
voluntarily, companies may obscure the
More companies are winning with CSR
need for government regulation.
One is left to conclude that a better
Dr Karnani asserts that CSR only makes
path is for companies to ignore CSR in the
sense when the business’ interest and
quest for short-term profit, and in so
the public’s interest line up. So why are
doing help increase the size and power of
so many companies jumping on the CSR
government.
bandwagon?
Would this not be a great outcome! With
Sure it could be
no evidence or
external pressure
examples, this notion
from watchdog
rests on the shaky
RATHER THAN STRUGGLING WITH DEFINITIONS ground of conjecture.
groups or the
herd mentality of
AND RATIONALES FOR CSR, MOST COMPANIES What is not
businesses trying
conjecture is the
INTRINSICALLY UNDERSTAND THEIR DUTY TO
to keep up with the
flood of companies
ACCOUNT FOR THEIR IMPACT AND LEND A
competition.
exploiting lower cost
HAND TO MAKE THINGS BETTER
But these are weak
locations - which
reasons for the
often translates to
magnitude of this
weaker environment
trend. More than
and labour laws and/
85% of the Fortune 50 companies are now
or enforcement.
publishing corporate citizenship and/or
Rather than obstruct the role of
sustainability reports in some format.
government, responsible companies have
A more likely answer is that smart
actually been propping up the role of
government around the world.
14
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For example, electronics companies
sourcing from China have tangibly improved
labour, safety and environmental conditions
in supplier factories.
Why would they do this when the
government does not? The answer lies in
taking a longer view.
Sure it may be more work and some
initial investment to responsibly manage
a business, but when left unchecked, poor
conditions can go awry costing many
thousands of times more.
Perhaps if BP had placed more of its
focus on safety and contingency measures, it
might have saved itself billions in hard costs,
irreparable damage to its corporate brand
and prevented the epic harm caused to the
Gulf region.
While failures like BP are obvious,
successes tend to go unnoticed. A
great example of long-term thinking is
management of hazardous waste. Many
developing countries have yet to implement
laws to deal with the scourge of toxic
waste.
Companies know CSR Impacts Brand
Value and investment
Last but not least -- CSR is a vital
component of brand value. Often listed as
the largest intangible asset on the balance
sheet, brand reputation can make or break a
business.
The Reputation Institute and others
estimate that about 40% of brand
reputation is manifest through CSR.
CSR is starting to sound a bit more
important to even the most self-interested
shareholder.
And, if that is not enough business value,
the latest estimates of socially screened
investment assets are closing in on US$3
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trillion in the USA, making it tougher still to
ignore the business implications of CSR.
Rather than struggling with definitions
and rationales for CSR, it seems that most
companies intrinsically understand their
duty to account for their impact and, if
possible, lend a hand to make things better.
This change did not happen because
CEOs woke up one day with a desire to
save the planet. I believe the trend toward
sustainability stems from a common
realization of scarcity and the instinctive
imperative to husband our resources.

The trade-offs inherent in this debate are
difficult. Balancing the needs of people,
impact on the planet and making a profit is
not easy.
Perhaps I am an optimist, but I believe
that as companies are increasingly held
accountable for their impacts and their
behaviour - both negative and positive -there will be a steady stream of innovation
leading us toward sustainability.
If the past is prologue, the private sector
will be the engine of change by actively
selecting and deselecting winners and

losers in the new paradigm.
While it may not have been his intent,
Dr Karnani’s provocative opinion may have
done more to promote CSR than to slow
it. Having stirred up legions of impassioned
objectors, he has added momentum to the
movement.
Tim Mohin is Director of Corporate
Responsibility at AMD and a board member of
Net Impact. His postings are his own opinions
and may not represent AMD’s positions,
strategies or opinions.

Is There a Case Against CSR?
LEON KAYE

C

orporate Social Responsibility is
Hence the problem of green washing:
more than ‘doing well by doing
companies often just respond by saying they
good’. Companies have found
do a lot about corporate responsibility
that implementing measures related to
issues, but actually do very little.
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) issues make a solid business case as
Karnani has a point
well.
Consumers have also become more
Companies do what they do because
aware of the impacts that their favourite
they are responsible to their shareholders.
products have on the planet and people,
Currently, you are either a company or a
and are urging companies to respond in
non-profit, with no compromise between
kind.
the two possible. But Karnani’s solution?
CSR approaches are hardly monolithic:
More government regulation. The problem
some companies
with relying on
focus on taking care
regulation is the
of their employees
constant tension
IN THE OLD DAYS, COMPANIES WOULD JUST
and communities.
between the private
CREATE A PHILANTHROPIC ORGANISATION
Others educate
and public sectors.
AND LET THE SPOUSE OR CRONIES RUN THE
their consumers on
Many regulators
the where, why and
do not have the
SHOW BY GIVING DONATIONS HERE AND
how their products
private sector
THERE. BUT THAT IS DIFFERENT NOW
are manufactured,
experience or an
and work with their
understanding of the
vendors to improve
context under which
working conditions
businesses operate
and economic opportunities for their
- so a new regulation can either be too
workers.
oppressive or not go far enough.
Many companies follow a reporting
Large business interests such as insurance
standard. Others simply maintain a portal
and energy spend heaps of money on
or issue an annual report. Professor Aneel
lobbying because of the exponential gains
Karnani believes however, that for
they receive in return. Business and
companies to act in the public interest,
government really should be genuine
while profiting from their operations, is
collaborators, not adversaries, and not
‘fundamentally flawed’.
partners in corruption.
Karnani makes the case that doing
Furthermore, increased regulation is not
what is best for society comes at a
a solution because businesses respond quite
price tag, the sacrifice of profits. And
well to regulations they deem excessive since executives are hired with the
they pack up and move.
understanding that they will maximize
Whether it is a big box store moving
profits, they cannot act against the
across a city border to avoid higher taxes, a
shareholders’ interests - or else, quite
factory across a state border to avoid
simply, they will be fired.
unions or environmental regulations, or an
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entire supply chain across an ocean to
manufacture products without any social
or environmental concerns, businesses can
and will respond to regulations with a
moving truck.
But even that is changing: an abuse in a
factory, revealed with a tiny video camera
and a Twitter account, can embarrass a
company - hence the pragmatic embrace
of CSR.
It is better to be proactive and genuine
than post pictures of flowers and polar
bears on a vapid web site–and then
suddenly get exposed and embarrassed
- not to mention the financial
repercussions.
Karnani equates that ‘social
responsibility is a financial calculation for
executives’ which makes CSR a lost cause.
In the old days, companies would just
create a philanthropic organisation and let
the spouse or cronies run the show, giving
donations here and there.
Now, companies have become
increasingly transparent about their
business practices, and are making more
moves to improve factory conditions,
reducing energy consumption, or sourcing
more responsible materials.
It is a trend that should be encouraged.
And while Professor Karnani brings up
some valid concerns, his view that CSR is
a waste of time is short-sighted.
Leon Kaye is a business writer and strategic
communications specialist.
This CSR debate, which has been raging
since 2010, was sparked by Professor
Karnani. See The Responsible Citizen May
2017 issue - EDITOR
DECEMBER 2017
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Local is lekker - Orange
Orange has roped in Botswana’s budding artists in its Bua Le Nna and Summer Offers in a bid to promote local talent, local
WALTER
culture as well
as give WASOSA
back to the community

G

lobal telecoms operator, Orange’s
Botswana chapter says it will
continue to use and promote local
talent in its advertising and marketing
initiatives as a way of boosting the local
economy as well as giving back to the
communities it operates in.
This as Orange Botswana (Orange)
recently premiered its television
commercials, Bua Le Nna and Summer
Offers campaigns which were touted as
successful on the local scene.
Among the local talent gracing Orange’s
commercials are M’Jamaica (the face of the
BuaLeNna campaign), Gaolope Basuhi well
known as Ausi G, the star of Summer
Offers’ Homecoming commercial, and
Moabi Mogorosi of Abi Films, local film
production house who produced both
pieces.
Orange’s Chief Executive Officer, Dr
Patrick Benon reaffirmed his company’s
commitment to ploughing its proceeds back
into society by promoting local talent, “This
is indeed a proud moment for us and we
are happy to have worked with talented
young Batswana once again,” Benon
explained.
The Orange boss urged other corporates
to emulate his company’s example of
promoting local talent. “They [local artists]
have produced amazing television
commercials, which in themselves are
celebrations of what Batswana have to offer,
what matters most to us as a nation, and
what the spirit of communication
and summer mean to us all,” he said
“This is about celebrating that talent and
recognising young Batswana who showed
commitment, hard work and dedication in
their efforts. We are proud to be able to
create and support platforms that enable
this, and continue to invest in growing local
talent.”
16
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Orange’s Chief Executive Officer, Dr Patrick
Benon promoting local talent

As reported by The Responsible Citizen
(TRC – May 2017, p18), this is not the first
time Orange has engaged local artists
in its campaigns. Botswana’s pint-sized
mariachi,Vee Mampeezy also pushes the
Orange brand as its brand ambassador in a
relationship that dates back to 2008.
According to Orange’s Chief Marketing
Officer, Sandra Moreau, “Our focus on
investing in Botswana talent, Botswana
production, and Botswana creativity is
stronger than ever.”
Moreau said the initiative is also
deliberately designed to promote
Botswana’s diversified cultures.
“This is very much a celebration of
culture, heritage, passion and the unique
Botswana state of mind and state of being,”
she said. “We are passionate about growing
the local creative and communications
sector, doing so whilst sharing more about
our brand and what we have to offer.”
Listed on the Euronext Paris and on the
New York Stock Exchange, Orange employs
152 000 employees globally, and has a global
foothold in 29 countries with a total
customer base of 269 million customers
including 208 million mobile customers and
19 million fixed broadband customers.
Orange Botswana’s Chief
Marketing Officer, Sandra
Moreau (r) with
M’Jamaica at the TVC
Premier. M’Jamaica is the
face of the Bua Le Nna
campaign
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Aquafresh puts smiles
on Manyana’s kids
WALTER WASOSA

Proper oral health care was rolled out in the last quarter of the year to Manyana Primary School amid concerns that little
had been done to reach out to rural communities

D

espite the dent on its reputation
following a string of indictments
and fines for cases involving
corruption, bribery, kickbacks, sexual
favours, market manipulation in the United
Kingdom, China, Italy, USA and the Middle
East, British pharmaceutical company
GlaxoSmithKline plc (GSK) is continuing
with its worldwide Corporate Social
Responsibility drive which this year saw
the company putting smiles on the faces of
school children at Manyana Primary School
recently in November.
The London Stock Exchange (LSE)
listed GSK, which as of August 2016 had a
market capitalisation of £81 billion, arrived in
Manyana with one of its top consumer
products, Aquafresh toothpaste.
The Manayana community descended
on the school to witness Aquafresh’s
community involvement which started in
the United Kingdom in 2013 before
spreading to the rest of the world.
Aquafresh’s launch of the Better
Brushing Programme for kids assists
dental and oral healthcare professionals to
support community oral health through the
provision of Aquafresh Kids products and
associated kits at a global scale.
GSK also collaborated with the Ministry
of Basic Education and donated 750 sports
kits to the school in an effort to educate
children on good oral hygiene as well
as promote community development in
Manyana.
Established in 1956, Manyana Primary
School has an enrolment of 680 pupils. It is a
group of 2 schools with four departments
which include students from Standard 1
to 7. The school also has a Special Class
Department that educates students with
learning difficulties.
Besides its primary LSE listing, GSK,
which is a constituent of the FTSE 100

Index, also has secondary listing on the
New York Stock Exchange.
Established in 2000 by a merger of Glaxo
Wellcome and SmithKline Beecham, GSK
was the world’s sixth largest pharmaceutical
company as of 2015.
GSK is heavily involved in philanthropy.
The company in 2012 endorsed the London
Declaration on Neglected Tropical Diseases
and agreed to donate 400 million
albendazole tablets to the World Health
Organisation each year to fight soiltransmitted helminthiasis and to provide
600 million albendazole tablets every year
for lymphatic filariasis until the disease’s
eradication.
As of 2014 over 5 billion treatments had
been delivered, and 18 of 73 countries in
which the disease is considered endemic
had progressed to the surveillance stage.
Global pharmaceutical company GSK is
promoting good oral hygiene throughout
Botswana through Aquafresh.These pupils from
Manyana P School are now orally wiser!
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ANALYSIS

The role of media in
championing CSR
MSG EXPERTS

The role of the media is under spotlight when the coverage of organisations and companies’ Corporate Social Responsibility
policies and initiatives are concerned

M

edia articles till now have focused
on how corporations need to
embrace CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) as a business imperative.
The emphasis mostly was on how there are
business needs to adopt CSR and it is high
time the corporations became socially
conscious.
In this article, we look at the role of the
Media in championing CSR. Indeed, the
media have a huge role to play in how
CSR is broadcast to the world at large. It is
simply not enough for corporations to do
their bit for social causes.
They must also let the world know so
that others are inspired and they set an
example for others to follow. Of course,
we are not talking about “advertising” CSR
per se because then it would fall into the
The media play a key role in interrogating and promoting companies’ CSR/CSI policies
category of the corporations trumpeting
their achievements like they would do
initiatives undertaken by Infosys have been
guardian of public good) has a stellar role
when they launch new products.
covered in the media speaks volumes about
to play in this endeavour.
On the other hand, what we are saying is
how well a company has managed its media
The media can be used to seek
that they must follow the example of
coverage.
volunteers from the society or the specific
others that have created brilliant ads that
Apart from this, the media can also
places where the corporations are
portray their values and showcase the
act as a conscience keeper by constantly
launching their CSR initiatives. Further, they
excellent work that they have been doing.
reminding corporations about the need to
can be used to publish articles pertaining
There are other companies that have
give back to society and to look beyond
to the values and
come out with
profits.
the mission of the
innovative ways to
Internationally, The Guardian Newspaper
company in
THE MEDIA CAN ALSO ACT AS A CONSCIENCE promoting CSR.
reach out to the
has been at the forefront of demanding
people about their
KEEPER BY CONSTANTLY REMINDING
accountability and transparency from the
An excellent
CSR initiatives.
example of this
corporations.
CORPORATIONS ABOUT THE NEED TO GIVE
Apart from
In India, The Hindu does a good job of
relationship is
BACK
TO
SOCIETY
AND
TO
LOOK
BEYOND
THE
creating appealing
publishing articles and editorials that
the way Infosys
PROFITS THAT THEY MAKE
and conscious
exhort the corporations to be socially
is covered in the
ads, corporations
conscious.
media. There are
must enlist the
Finally, the media can also take a
very few articles
cooperation and
critical view of the CSR programs that a
which do not
support of media
corporation claims to run and it can ensure
mention the respect
in spreading awareness about CSR to the
and the adulation that Infosys commands
that the corporation is not indulging in
people at large. In the final analysis, CSR is
“Green Washing” which is the case where a
from the public at large and this has been
all about helping society look beyond
corporation pretends to follow CSR but in
made possible because of adroit media
profits and hence the media (which is a
reality does not do so.
coverage. The way in which the social
18
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Stanbic
pushes for
innovation
WALTER WASOSA

Y

oung entrepreneurs have been
fingered as the main drivers for
employment creation, innovation and
higher productivity if Botswana is to realise
exponential economic growth.
In the wake of the recent Global
Entrepreneurship Week, Stanbic Bank
Botswana’s Head of Marketing, Stephanie
Stoneham says the economy would weaken
if young entrepreneurs were consigned to
the periphery of Botswana’s development.
“Entrepreneurs grow our economy,
build a strong working class, and create
good, well-paying jobs for people across
Botswana and around the world,”
Stoneham says. “Without entrepreneurs,
there would be few new jobs and little

Stanbic Bank Botswana’s Head of Marketing,
Stephanie Stoneham says her bank is pushing
for increased involvement of young innovators
innovation, which would lead to a
weak growth and productivity scenario.
Botswana’s innovators drive progress and
prosperity in every sector and industry,
and shape a better future for all of us.
These are people of every gender, age, and
background.”
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As a bank that is driven by innovation,
Stoneham says Stanbic will continue to
support young innovative entrepreneurs.
“As Stanbic Bank, we will continue to
encourage entrepreneurs from across
Botswana and offer them solutions to
charge the story of their businesses forward
for the better,” she says. “The
entrepreneurial spirit amongst us as
Batswana is strong, and it is up to us to
make long term, sustainable and productive
use of this.”
Stoneham points out that Stanbic’s
experience shows there is a great deal of
opportunity in many sectors and markets if
young entrepreneurs are to be encouraged
to look beyond the short term. “Young
Batswana who are ready to start something
of their own can uplift people’s lives and
shape their own destinies,” she says.
Stanbic, Stoneham says, goes beyond
banking and adds value by providing
exposure, information and expertise to
clients to foster an environment that
facilitates their growth and success. An
example of this is the recent Lionesses of
Africa launch to Botswana and Seedstars
World Competition in Botswana.
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CSR/CSI or Pr ofit ?
The Debate
MSG EXPERTS

There is a school of thought that argues that companies exist solely to make profits. There is an opposing thought that says
companies must be responsible to the society’s needs as they make their profits

I

n recent years, CSR or Corporate Social
to Corporate Social Responsibility, the first
Responsibility has become the latest
strand of thought that comes to mind is
buzzword among the companies.
about the need for businesses to invest in
This refers to the practice of the
CSR as a way of mitigating the deleterious
corporates in “giving back” to society in the
effects of the industrial paradigm on the
form of programs that benefit the less
environment.
privileged members of society.
The practice of Corporate Social
They can take the form of outreach
Responsibility by industrial companies is
programs that adopt schools/communities
in vogue these days because of the fact that
and provide funds for their upkeep as well
they have contributed to polluting the
as promote socially conscious business
environment.
practices that lead to the betterment of
As Martha Nussbaum contends, “If this
society.
world is to be a decent world in the future,
This article analyses the statement,
“we must acknowledge right now that we
“the idea that the
are citizens of one
company’s resources
interdependent
CSR IS BEING ENFORCED RATHER THAN
should be devoted
world, held together
to some cause other
by mutual fellowship
VOLUNTARILY EMBRACED. THIS MAKES IT
than making a profit
CLEAR THAT BUSINESSES BY THEMSELVES DO as well as the pursuit
is outrageous”.
of mutual advantage,
NOT CONTRIBUTE TO CSR AND THAT THEY
There is an ongoing
by compassion as
HAVE TO BE REGULATED TO DO SO
debate
well as self-interest,
over whether a firm
by a love of human
should exist solely for
dignity in all people,
making profits
even when there is
or whether it should
nothing we have to
pay heed to the social and environmental
gain from cooperating with them.” Hence,
concerns that accompany the practice of
in this interconnected and flat
Corporate Social Responsibility or CSR.
world there is a need for concerted action
The proponents of the view that a firm
by the businesses to take steps that would
exists solely for making profit argue about
alleviate the pressing issues of the day.
the market being the final arbiter of
However, the opponents of this view are
allocating resources and point to the
some of the multinationals themselves as
market as the place where incentives
can be seen from the following excerpt,
for allocating resources for social and
“Thus the central theoretical and
environmental causes is to be found.
practical question in the discussion of
The opponents of this view take the
corporate social responsibility is whether it
stand that everything cannot be left to the
remains a voluntary choice of the business
market and there needs to be a mechanism
or should be ensured through formal
in place whereby the environmental and
control.”
social causes need to be taken care of.
The point here is that CSR is being
If we examine both sides of the debate
enforced rather than voluntarily embraced.
as well as take into account superficial
This fact alone makes it clear that
attempts by businesses to pay lip service
businesses by themselves do not contribute
20
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to Corporate Social Responsibility and that
they have to be regulated to do so.
Societal Marketing Concept
Societal Marketing is based on the
principle of societal welfare.
It emphasizes that an organisation must
make strategic marketing decisions keeping
in mind the consumer wants, the
organisational needs and most important,
the long term interests of the society.
Societal Marketing is nothing but an
outgrowth of the principles of Corporate
Social Responsibility and Sustainable
development.
It underlines that an organisation should
not ignore the society’s long term welfare
so as to achieve its mission and vision.
An organisation should have moral and
environmentally friendly strategies and
should ensure that proper acts and laws are
implemented.
In today’s world of increasing
environmental destruction, scarcity of
resources, rapidly increasing population, and
abandoned social services.
The societal concept of marketing
is doubted. It is questioned that “Are
organisations doing an outstanding task of
customer satisfaction in line with meeting
long run societal welfare?”
Consider example of a fast food industry.
They do provide yummy food but this food
is full of health concerns.
The burgers are rich in fat and so are
the fries and pies too.
Such products are packed in handy form
and packaging generating lot of waste.
Thereby, in the process of satisfying
customer, these fast food outlets are
creating increasing health concerns as well
as environmental issues.
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Should companies concentrate on making profit or should they reach out more to people through CSR/CSI?

Societal marketing should take into
account the following things:
The consumer’s needs are of
utmost significance
Genuine, modern and continuous
developments in the products
should be executed so as to
increase the product’s life and value
Emphasize on building long term
customer relationship and not on
doing business
Do societal good

In short, an organisation should market
the product keeping in mind the consumer,
organisational and long term societal needs
and welfare.
The closer the organisations move

towards their customers, the more
evidently they realise the fact that the
objective of any organisational business lies
outside the business, i.e. in the society.
Thus, this drives the organisations to
make a remarkable contribution for the
society’s welfare and uplifting.
A very good example of an organisation
following societal marketing concept is
Ariel.
It is a detergent produced by Procter
and Gamble and is quite popular in South
Africa and Botswana.
Ariel runs special fund raising campaigns
for less privilege classes of the world,
mainly the developing countries.
It also contributes a share of its profits
from every bag sold for the societal
development.
It thus totally engrosses the concept of
Societal Marketing.
To conclude, we can say that societal
marketing concept states that a company’s
job is to assess the needs and wants of the
target markets and to provide optimum
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satisfaction to its customers ensuring both
consumers as well as societal welfare.
In short, an equilibrium has to be
maintained by the marketers among
organisational profits, consumers’
satisfaction as well as social wellbeing.
The Societal marketing concept has
the following advantages:

It ensures that all the economic
resources are channeled in the
right direction.
It develops entrepreneurs as well
as managers in a specified society.
It raises people’s living standards
It boosts economic development
It makes economic planning more
significant to people’s lives
DECEMBER 2017
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The CSR
imperative
When was the last time you went out of your way to visit an impoverished family
in the nearest village and assisted in any way you can?

C

orporate social responsibility allows
organisations to do their bit for the
society, environment, and customers
or for that matter stake holders.
Let us go through the importance of
corporate social responsibility.
Corporate social responsibility gives a
chance to all employees of an organisation
to contribute towards the society,
environment, and country and so on.

We all live for ourselves but trust me
living for others and doing something for
them is a different feeling altogether.
Bringing a smile to people’s life just
because your organisation has pledged to
educate the poor children of a particular
village not only gives a sense of inner
satisfaction but also pride and contentment.
One should never forget the importance
of society and environment in our lives.

It is indeed high time when we also start
thinking about people around us who are
less privileged and fortunate than us.
Corporate social responsibility gives
an opportunity to organisations to work
towards the betterment of the society and
make it a better place to live.
Corporate social responsibility goes
a long way in creating a positive word of
mouth for the organisation on the whole.
Doing something for your society, stake
holders, customers would not only take
your business to a higher level but also
ensure long term growth and success.
CSR plays a crucial role in making
your brand popular not only among
your competitors but also media, other
organisations and most importantly people
who are your direct customers.
People develop a positive feeling for a
brand which takes the initiative of educating
poor children, planting more trees for a
greener environment, bringing electricity to
a village, providing employment to people
and so on.
You really do not have to invest much in
corporate social responsibility activities. Do
not undertake CSR activities only to

DO YOU F EEL STU CK I N YOU R J OB?

The only job secur ity w e hav e is our individual
commit ment t o our per sonal gr ow t h. Kev in Tu r n er.
Sec u r e y ou r fu t u r e, Com e a n d in ves t in YOU t h r ou gh
- Wid e r a n ge of Lea d er s h ip p r ogr a m s Pr ofes sion a l Coac h in g
- Key-n ot e Sp eak in g
- Self Dis cover y & Beh av ior a l ch a n ge t r a in in g

Con t a ct u s : 3 914 6 9 7 / in fo@p in n a lea d . com

ww w.p in n a lea d.c om
Accredit ed
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REPORT
Rural folks could be considered the
most needy in terms of assistance
through CSR/CSI. Corporate
organisations and individuals in
Botswana are making more inroads
into rural areas as they make
efforts to transform people’s lives
through their social responsibility
programmes

did something for your society, customers,
stake holders or environment?
Corporate social responsibility also goes
a long way in building a positive image of
the brand.
Trust me, your brand becomes a
“common man’s brand”.
People start believing in the brand and
nothing can help you more than your
customers trusting you and your brand.
Positive word of mouth eventually helps
to generate more revenues for the
organisation.
In today’s scenario of cut throat
competition, everyone is so occupied in

chasing targets and handling the pressure
at workplace that we actually forget that
there is a world around us as well.
Have you ever thought about those who
cannot even afford a proper meal twice a
day?
If you can take some time out of your
busy schedule, please try to visit a village
once.
You would be surprised to see how
people manage their lives there.
Corporate social responsibility in a way
also plays a crucial role in the progress of
the society, which would at the end of the
day benefit us only.
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gain publicity but because you believe in
the cause.
There are many organisations which tap
remote villages, some of which are even
unheard as an initiative of corporate social
responsibility.
Corporate social responsibility also
gives employees a feeling of unparalleled
happiness.
Believe me, employees take pride in
educating poor people or children who
cannot afford to go to regular schools and
receive formal education.
CSR activities strengthen the bond
among employees.
People develop a habit of working
together as a single unit to help others. In
fact they start enjoying work together and
also become good friends in due course
of time.
They also develop a sense of loyalty and
attachment towards their organisation
which is at least thinking for the society.
Who does not like to work with an
organisation where management is kind
enough to take out time for the society and
contribute in their own small way?
Ask yourselves, when is the last time you
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Valuing corporate
social responsibility
programmes
SHEILA BONINI, NOéMIE BRUN & MICHELLE ROSENTAL

Do corporate organisations create much financial value in their Corporate Social Responsibility programmes?

M

ost companies see corporate
they can be communicated most effectively.
social responsibility programmes
The results indicate agreement that
as a way to fulfil the contract
environmental, social, and governance
between business and society. But do they
programs do create shareholder value,
create financial value?
though the current economic turmoil has
Environmental, social, and governance
increased the importance of governance
programs create shareholder value, most
programs and decreased that of
executives believe, but neither CFOs nor
environmental and social programs.
professional investors fully include that
Nonetheless, a significant proportion of
when evaluating business projects or
respondents don’t fully consider these
companies.
programs’ financial value when assessing
The perceived importance of corporate
the attractiveness of business projects or
environmental, social, and governance
companies.
programs has soared in recent years,
Some think the value is too long-term or
as executives, investors, and regulators have
indirect to measure, and others just aren’t
grown increasingly aware that such
satisfied with the metrics available.
programs can
Moreover,
mitigate corporate
there are notable
crises and build
differences
NOTABLY, CSR PROFESSIONALS THEMSELVES
reputations.
between CFOs
APPEAR TO BE THE MOST UNSURE ABOUT
But no consensus
and professional
PUTTING A NUMBER ON THE VALUE ADDED
has emerged to define
investors in a few
whether
BY ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL & GOVERNANCE areas, including how
and how such
much value these
ACTIVITIES OF THEIR ORGANISATIONS
programs create
programs create,
shareholder value,
which specific
how to measure that
environmental, social,
value, or how
and governance
to benchmark financial performance from
activities create value, and whether
company to company.
such programs are a proxy for good
A McKinsey survey asked CFOs,
management.
investment professionals, institutional
Solid majorities of all respondents expect
investors, and corporate social
environmental, social, and governance
responsibility professionals from around the
programs to create more value in the next
world to identify whether and how
five years.
environmental, social, and governance
That potential highlights the importance
programs create value and how much value
of developing better metrics and solving the
they create.
understanding gap between CFOs and
The survey also examines which metrics
investors.
are the best indicators of value and how
24
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What value? And what effect does it
have?
Among respondents who have an
opinion, two-thirds of CFOs and threequarters of investment professionals agree
that environmental, social, and governance
activities do create value for their
shareholders in normal economic times.
However, they do not agree on how much:
investment professionals are more likely to
see more value than CFOs, for example.
Further, a full quarter of respondents do not
know what effect, if any, these activities have
on shareholder value.
Respondents to this survey are split over
whether putting a financial value on social
programs would reduce the reputational
benefits to companies: slightly more
stakeholders view financial value creation as
more important than it is a distraction
Notably, corporate social responsibility
professionals themselves appear to be the
most unsure about putting a number on the
value added by environmental, social, and
governance activities, with more
than half reporting they do not know what
effect these programs have on value
creation.
Of those who do have an opinion,
their estimates are roughly similar to those
of CFOs. The lack of certainty may reflect a
tendency among corporate social
responsibility professionals to focus on the
social or other benefits of their programs
rather than their financial value.
By wide margins, CFOs, investment
professionals, and corporate social
responsibility professionals agree that
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A customer-centric CSR policy is
one that adds more value to a
corporate organisation

maintaining a good corporate reputation or
brand equity is the most important way
these programs create value.
The separate group of socially
responsible investors are significantly more
focused than other groups on improving
risk management.
Though professional investors and CFOs
agree on how environmental, social, and
governance programs create value, they
identify different activities as most
important to their definition of such
programs.
About 14% of all respondents rank
creating new revenue streams as their
number one priority, indicating how
infrequently environmental, social, and
governance programs are seen as direct
sources of financial value.

Respondents do, however, largely agree
that environmental and social programs will
create value over the long term, and that
governance programs create value in both
the short and long terms.
Some two-thirds of CFOs, investment
professionals, and corporate social
responsibility professionals also believe that
the shareholder value created by
environmental and governance programs
will increase in the next five years relative
to their contributions before the crisis.
Expectations of social programs are more
modest; half of respondents say these
programs will contribute more value.
Accounting for value

Value in the crisis and in the long term
Investment professionals generally agree
that the global economic turmoil has
increased the importance of governance
programs - and decreased the importance
of environmental programs - to creating
shareholder value.
Corporate social responsibility
professionals are more likely than the other
groups of respondents to say that
environmental and social programs have at
least held their ground.

Both CFOs and professional investors
see the existence of high-performing
environmental, social, and governance
programs as a proxy for how effectively
a business is managed; more than 80% of
both groups say that is at least ‘somewhat’
true. Europeans are more likely than
Americans to make that connection.
Surprisingly, although CFOs see less
value in these programs, they are more
likely than investment professionals
to integrate environmental, social, and
governance considerations into their
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evaluations of companies and projects, at
least to some extent. This may be because
CFOs are closer to the activities—and have
more transparent data—than investors,
especially if factors such as environmental
savings are integrated into overall
operational cost data.
When doing a valuation, CFOs and
investors alike say they count the effects on
some stakeholders much more than effects
on others; further, different stakeholders
matter to the two groups.
Most CFOs and investment professionals
who don’t integrate environmental, social,
and governance considerations into their
evaluations of corporate projects—or who
do not do so fully—agree that the
contributions are either too indirect
to value or that the available data are
insufficient.
Indeed, few CFOs or investment
professionals found value in external
rating, ranking, or reporting standards or
guidelines to assess the effects of
environmental, social, and governance
programs, with the exception of certain
certification or accreditation standards.
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Helping you LEAD the pack
ABOUT US
Wise Leadership (Pty) Ltd is a citizen-owned company that offers services in Corporate Governance & Compliance. Since its
inception, the company has become a one stop complete Governance & Company Secretarial solution provider. For Wise
Leadership, leadership development & training is a very important aspect of every company, thus there is need
for continuous innovation. Pioneered by experts in the field, it is strategically placed
to fill the professional gap in SMMEs & corporates.
OUR VISION
To be the desired choice for an all inclusive Governance & Company Secretarial solution
OUR MISSION
We uphold professional integrity by offering advice & solutions in the application of Corporate Governance
Best Practice including Corporate Social Responsibility for the Corporate Citizen
OUR VALUES
Integrity - Accountability - Transparency - Responsibility - Forward-thinking
OUR SERVICES
Corporate Governance Advisory & Company Secretarial services including: Leadership Training & Development - Company
formation - Administration & Compliance - Board Minutes recording - Board Dynamics Advisory - Board Inductions
Board Evaluations - Board Member Search - Development of Corporate Governance Frameworks
Development of tailored Corporate Social Responsibility Programmes
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mphowise.mk@gmail.com

PO Box 25684, Gaborone, Botswana

Question:What Happens In The Boardroom?
ANSWER:- WISE LEADERSHIP!

Corporate Governance, Compliance & Company Secretarial Solutions
BOARD MINUTE TAKING
We offer comprehensive and concise minute taking services. We ensure that proper
notices & resolutions are recorded as per compliance standards.
BOARD DYNAMICS ADVISORY
Wise Leadership follows the current and future trends in order to provide advisory on
international Corporate Governance best practice. Botswana’s economic growth
demands robust Boards that embrace current and future standards, thus positioning
themselves to overcome any foreseeable challenges.
BOARD INDUCTIONS
We ensure that new company Directors start off on a good note with the Board of
Directors. Board Inductions also allow the Board to develop and innovate.
Unit 4A, First Floor, The Courtyard. Lot 54513, Riverwalk, Gaborone

+267 73 329 959 / 72 198 945
mkgosietsile@wiseleadership.co.bw

